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Fulbright
granted
Kenji Oshiro, professor of Geography,
has been awarded a Fulbright grant for
research in Japan, from June through
August, 1982. The award marks
Oshiro's second Fulbright grant for
research into Japanese farm life,
following a 1975 award which made
him the first WSU faculty member to
receive a Fulbright grant. His research
centers around the changing
respon ibilities of Japanese farm family
members produced by seasonal
migration to the cities for non-farm
employment.
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Wright State was the site of the Great
Lakes Theatre Conference hosted by
the Ohio Theatre Alliance. The
conference attracted participants from
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and
Wisconsin. More than fifty events
ranging from workshops and panel
discussions to performances and
lectures provided the heart of the
conference. During the conference,
Wright State premiered the play Tarts
by WSU graduate Bruce C. Collier.

Wright State's first athletic director,
Don Mohr, retired December 31 after
16 years with the University. Mohr held
a variety of posts at Wright State,
including director of Financial Aid,
Placement, and the Veterans Affairs
Office.

The WrightStaler (USPSi437-730)
is publi hed six times a year,
January/February, March/April,
Mav/June, July/August,
Sep.tember/October, and
November/December. Published
by Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435, Office of
University Communications,
Larry Kinneer, director. Second
class postage paid at Dayton,
Ohio.

WSUstages
conference

Mohr retires,
Cusack named

'L

WRIGHT
STATE

Denni Mccurdy, a junior in the School
of Nur ing, ha been awarded the
Fred ri k A. White Scholarship for
1981-82. The cholarship honor th
former enior vice-pr ident emeritu
and fir t employee of Wright State who
died in 1980. McCurdy expects to
receive his Bachelor of Science in
Nursing this June, having achieved a
perfect 4.0 grade point average through
his first three years at Wright State.

Unlocking
Sherlock
Fans of the legendary detective
Sherlock Holmes attended a
conference, "Homing in on Holmes: A
Centenary Tribute," held at Wright
State and Central State University.
The conference commemorated the
hundredth anniversary of both the
medical school graduation of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, credited with writing the
Holmes stories, and the first meeting of
Holmes and his associate, Dr. John
Watson.

Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio

Mohr will continue to serve as a
consultant for Wright State's athletic
programs and plans to spend some time
at Martha's Vineyard, possibly
becoming a permanent resident.
Michael J. Cusack has been appointed
to succeed Mohr, effective March 15.
Cusack, a native of Levittown, New
York, has been athletic director at
Mercyhurst College in Erie,
Pennsylvania since 1977.
Cusack developed the Mercyhurst
program from NAIA level to NCAA and
ECAC Division II status. He organized
the first coordinated fundraising effort
at Mercyhurst and also helped initiate a
full range of summer sports camps
which added substantial revenue to the
college general fund.

Mountaineer
piques
interest
Paul Petzoldt, world famous
mountaineer and founder of the
National Outoor Leadership School in
Lander, Wyoming spoke at Wright State
and highlighted some of his mountain
adventures and climbs. Among his
achievements are the first ascent of the
North Face of the Grand Teton and the
first winter ascent of the Grand Teton,
both in 1936. In 1938 he participated
in an American climb on K2 in the
Karakoram Range and established a
new tiltitude record for Americans. In
1934 he accomplished a double
traverse of the Matterhorn in one day.
His method of voice signals is still
used by mountaineers and climbers
throughout the US.

Mrs. Dixon
retires
Elizabeth Dixon, executive director of
Student Auxiliary Services and director
of the University Center, retired
December 31, ending a more than 13
year association as WSU's first and only
University Center director.

lpotligllt

What's in a
name?
The "buy American" movement may
be in trouble. Consumers in the
Dayton, Ohio, area (generally regarded
by researchers as a "Testmarket, USA")
surveyed for a Wright State study were
wrong more often than right when
asked to identify the country in which
particular consumer goods were
manufactured.
"We can't 'buy American,' simply
because we don't know what is
American," concluded Dr. lnder Khera,
who with fellow WSU faculty member
Dr. Beverlee Anderson, conducted the
study. Less than five percent of the
respondents, for example, correctly
identified Osaga athletic shoes as US
manufactured. The Osaga brand,
named after an American Indian tribe
from Oregon, is owned by an American
company.

Cantelupe

Cant~lupe

to resign
Eugene Cantelupe, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts since 1971, has
announced his intention to resign that
position effective next September.
Cantelupe will spend the 1982-83
academic year as only the second
University Professor at Wright State,
teaching in the Departments of English
and Art and Art History. He will then
elect early retirement.
Almond

Carraher combines
chemistry, comics
by S. Gwyn Hurley
When sage academics argue that comics do not belong in the college
classroom, Wright State's Dr. Charles Carraher calls on Captain Venture,
Plastic Man, and other superheroes to prove they do.
Carraher, chairman of the Department of Chemistry, has compiled an
incredible collection of approximately 12,000 comic books, which he
uses to help people understand the complexities of chemistry.

Chapman

Film star
shines at WSU
Graham Chapman, a founding member
of "Monty Python's Flying Circus,"
gave a public talk in the Medical School
Auditorium. Chapman discussed his
filmmaking career and showed short
clips from some of his movies.
Besides his television career with the
Flying Circus, Chapman has written for
and acted in the group's films, "Monty
Python and the Holy Grail" and "The
Life of Brian." His own book, A Liar's
Autobiography, was published this year
in the United States to high critical
acclaim.

Bandage
kills pain
Wright State stands to benefit from the
development of an important medical
innovation-a pain-killing bandagewhich has been developed and
patented by area physician Dr. Herman
Lubens. The bandage, called the
"Occlusively Applied Anesthetic
Patch," is placed directly on the skin
and is used to eliminate or prevent
pain, according to Dr. Lubens, a
specialist in allergic diseases and a
voluntary faculty member in the WSU
School of Medicine.
Recently Dr. Lubens and WSU Provost
Dr. John R. Beljan signed an agreement
turning over a significant percentage of
the future proceeds from the patented
pain-killing medical innovation to
Wright State University.

At guest lectures and in the classroom, Carraher uses comics "to make the
audience feel at ease" and often to introduce a concept or to make a point. A
slide of an "E-man" cover featuring the Entropy Twins introduces entropy, a
· thermodynamic term meaning the measure of order or disorder, he said.
After forewarning his classes, Carraher, who claims "a dry but very active sense
of humor," likes to give "Winnie-the-Pooh examinations"-tesb which
incorporate chemistry questions in a story about Winnie-the-Pooh characters.
Carraher receives positive reactions from students and audiences. He believes
his students learn more when taught with the aid of comics, but notes that "it's
not the comic books which do the teaching." He does.
While Carraher collected science fiction comics as a teenager, he became
interested as a boy when he bought Classics Illustrated-comic book versions
of classical literature such as Pathfinder or Wuthering Heights. While attending
the University of South Dakota, Carraher was considered well-read. When he
tried to explain that his literary knowledge came from Classics Illustrated
comics, no one would believe him. "I know the color of Lorna Doone's hair
from the illustration of her in the comic book, even though I'm not sure it is told
in the actual novel," he quips.
Besides collecting comic books and teaching, researching and writing about
chemistry, Carraher enjoys other activities such as painting. Some of his
paintings hang in the Chemistry Department office. An ex-professional
musician and baseball player, in college Carraher was dubbed a "Renaissance
Man"-a fitting tribute to a man whose interests are as many and varied as his
comic books. Al most. •
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
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Behind the scenes
in Theatre Arts
Victory Theatre

by Rhonda Peoples
The light go down; the curtain goes up. The stage
become another world-a world created by a
playwright, populated by actors, and built by the
un een, unsung artists of the theatre-the de ign rs
and te hnicians. Co tume , cenery, lighting- these
ar the elements that magi lly tran form th tage
int that other world.
Though the chara t rs nd on t ge event capture the
attention of the audience, it i the behind-th -scenes
work of designers and technicians that fir t casts the
pell, creating the mood so vital to the performance.
While the effect of the scenery is the result of a long
process of creation and construction, the challenge of
the work is " making it seem like magic," according to
Joseph Tilford , a professional designer with over 100
shows to his credit.
Ti Iford, an assistant professor of Theatre Arts, teaches
Wright State students the art and skill of conjuring up
theatre magic in the department's Design/Technology
program. Now in his third year at Wright State, Tilford
developed the entire Design/Technology curriculum
to fill what he considers a great void. While working
in professional theatre, he was motivated to begin
teaching on the college level because."! had
assistants coming out of college who didn't know
anything. What they needed to learn is not taught in
most universities."
Successful theatre design is much more than
sleight-of-hand. The designer's job, Tilford says, is to
evoke the appropriate emotional response from the
audience. "Everything has a visual implication. The
de igner is an artist whose canvas is the stage."
Every facet of stage design must aid the actors in
transporting the audience into the special world
of the play.
" The audience doesn't realize that designing for the
theatre is a profession," Tilford says. Actors collect
the fame and glory, but designers and technicians
may have better chances for employment. "There are
not enough technicians-most theatre majors are
attracted to the visibility of being actors." Designing,
though, demands equal creativity, requiring the
ability to translate the play's concepts into sketches
and blueprints for stage sets. That creative process is

Students work on the technical aspects of at /east 24 productions before they graduate.
purely intuitive and individual, Tilford says. "Every
time you build a set that never existed before. Twenty
different designers would produce 20 different sets
for Hamlet."
The creative approach is what the approximately 30
Design/Technology majors learn in Tilford's training
ground. With the Department of Theatre Arts staging
six major productions each year, Design/Technology
students work on the technical aspects of at least 24
productions before they graduate. "We're turning out
students who are knowledgeable and employable,"
Ti Iford says.
Occasionally, students gain professional job
experience. Last summer, four Design/Technology
students built scenery for Dayton's Victory Theatre.
Competing against professional scenic studios, the
department bid on constructing scenery for the
Victory's productions of A Moon for the Misbegotten,
which played in September, and The Gin Game,
scheduled for January 28 through February 7.
"The work we did was on a level suitable for
professional Broadway theatre," Tilford says. "To my
knowledge, no other university in the country
consistently has taken contract shows like this."

Joseph Tilford, assistant professor of Theatre Arts,
completes a model of a stage design.
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The skills of the students in the WSU scene shop were
equal to the task, Tilford says. All the scenery was
built during the summer according to blueprints
provided by the Victory's designers. Both shows
called for construction of houses-" a turn-ofthe-century beat-up farmhouse" for A Moon for the
Misbegotten and "a Victorian-style house converted
co a home for the aged" for The Gin Game. Built in
the WSU scene shop and stored until needed, the
scenery was assembled at the Victory under the
direction of the Design!Technology faculty.

Photograph courtesy of Clamour Modeling Agency

Scenery built for A Moon for the Misbegotten.
The contractual arrangement benefited both the
Victory and the department of Theatre Arts, Tilford
says, providing an opportunity to some of the more
advanced Design/Technology students, and
providing the Victory Theatre Association-just
starting to produce its own shows-with
quality scenery.
In building scenery, Tilford says, the goal is to "build
something unique in a predictable amount of time for
a predictable amount of money." The process is
something like building a prefabricated house that
can be knocked down, stored, and rebuilt using nuts
a.nd bolts. "Carpentry for the theatre is different from
house carpentry or cabinetmaking," Tilford says.
"Painting, too--it's an art form."
While the work of ~ctually constructing the scenery
may boil down to a nuts-and-bolts project, when the
curtain rises on the opening night performance, the
audience can marvel at a spectacle seemingly created
by a wave of the magic wand and a simple
"abracadabra." •

Cultural life of
Dayton
a WSU oral history
.,.,

by S. Gwyn Hurley
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It w as th e 1930s-th e era of th e Great Depression .
Th e c ast of an e onomic tragedy wa a nation of
people. Older men and women w atch d th eir life'
fortune di ssolve; younger men and women aw no
fortune to be gained . Ab wilder d child ob rved
anx iou adult fac all around .
Yet in Dayton , Ohio, the Depre ion era wa al so a
time of beginning, birth and hope- th e founding of
cultural tradition .
From its beginnings in the 1930s to the present,
Dayton' s cultural life is the subject of an oral hi story
project undertaken by Dr. Charles Berry, professor of
Hi story at Wright State University. " Now D ayton ia ns
take the cultural offerings of their city for granted,"
Berry says, " but the cultural life of Dayton had a
poverty-stricken beginning. "
The WSU project originated three years ago as an
idea of Dr. Eugene Cantelupe, dean of the College of
Liberal Arts. Recognizing Berry' s experience in oral
history and interest in cultural affairs, Cantelupe
asked him to pursue the project. Berry' s interest i n
oral history-interviewing people about an era or
event and recording their reminiscences on
tape-began at the University of Louisville, where he
taught History from 1967 until 1971 when he came to
Wright State. While at UL he conducted an oral
history project on the Louisville Orchestra. Since
coming to Wright State he has pursued an oral history
project on Dayton survivors of the Holocaust, which
is preserved in the WSU Archives.
During his current oral history project-the cultural
history of Dayton-Berry has learned that during
World War I and into the 1920s, Daytonians were
entertained by traveling orchestras and performers.
With the efforts of several culturally-minded
people-people Berry is interviewing for his
project-Dayton began to develop a permanent,
home-based cultural life in the 1930s. "The
dedication of these people who began developing
Dayton's cultural life," Berry says, "stands out
in my mind."

Poni chtera

didn 't work ery w ell becau se th ignals got mi xed
up, but " It w as a wonderful idea .. ."
The Dayton Philharmoni c Orchestra ha performed a
number of Porter' co mposition s under the dire tio n
of its founder, Dr. Paul Katz, wh o started th e
Phi lharmoni c a a chamber music or he tra o n a
" hoestring bud get" in 1933. " Th e fact th at Katz gave
hi s personal artifact - photos, corresponden ce from
conductors and performers, program s and newspaper
clippings-to the Wright State Archive is a major

as a " Major Company" by the National Association
for Regional Ballet. After launching its first full-length
classical ballet, " The Sleeping Beauty," in 1980, the
company toured with it and a full-length repertory
program in 1981 under the direction of Stuart
Sebastian.

Ellen Jane Lorenz Porter, whose family's musical
heritage has become a part of Dayton, has shared
with Berry that history. Her great-grandfather came
from Germany as a missionary to German settlers in
northern Ohio. His son, E.S. Lorenz, heard music
played on a reed organ and fell in love with the
instrument. Even though it cost a quarter of his
income, Porter's great-grandfather bought it for the
young E.S.

That sparked a love for music in Porter's grandfather
The memories of Hermene and Josephine Schwarz,
which, in 1890, led him to found the Lorenz
Publishing Company for music in Dayton. With the
sisters who founded the Dayton Ballet Company in
1937 as "The Experimental Group for Young
Choir Leader, her grandfather initiated the choir
Dancers" reveal that dedication. The Schwarz sisters
magazine publishing format. In 1901, Porter's father,
told Berry many "poignant" tales of the difficulties of Karl Kumler Lorenz, became the company' s business
holding the company together at its beginning.
manager. The Lorenz Publishing Company, still
" Keeping their eyes open," they made use of every
managed by the Lorenz family , remains a vital part
possible resource. Josephine Schwarz remembers that of Dayton culture.
once, as she and her sister were walking about
Porter herself has dedicated her life to music,
majoring in music at Wellesly College and
Dayton, they found a piece of wire laying in the
composing.
For the Dayton Philharmonic Youth
street. Later they used their
Orchestra
(then
the Junior Philharmonic) Porter wrote
find to fashion a head-dress
a
five-part
"
Dayton
Suite" celebrating several
for a ballerina.
uniquely Dayton characteristics. The suite includes a
The second oldest regional
slow movement, " Hills and Dales; " " Business
ballet company in the
Machines," for which, at her request, NCR made a
United States, the Dayton
tape of factory noises to serve as background to her
Bal let Company has grown
music; and " Cari lion."
from those difficult
The NCR Band played her arrangement of the suite at
beginnings into a
professional company of 14 Carillon Park. At the " Carillon" theme, the band
dancers, designated in 1971 stopped playing and the Carilloner intoned the theme
Berry
on the· Carillon itself. Porter told Berry that the idea

coup," Berry says . " The collection tells of musical life
in the US from the 1930s to the '60s ." A Music
Scholarship Fund recently was established at WSU in
honor of Katz, a one time WSU music adjunct faculty
member, guest lecturer, and guest conductor of the
WSU/Community Orchestra.
Katz recounted to Berry stories of guest artists, such as
Isaac Stern, Van Cliburn, Artur Rubinstein and others,
who have performed with the Dayton Philharmonic
Orchestra over the years. Katz sometimes had to
patronize the whims of visiting soloists, Berry says.
Marian Anderson requested a new key for the music
she was to perform the next day. Katz and his wife sat
up the whole night and re-wrote the orchestration in
the desired key. After looking at the transposed
orchestration the next day, Anderson decided the first
key was better after all.
Another time, the audience was waiting for concert
soprano Dorothy Sarnoff to come on. Katz went back
stage to bring her on, but she refused to go on stage
unless Katz kicked her in the shins! She explained that
at the Metropolitan it was a ritual of good luck and
she couldn't go on stage without it. After a chagrined
Katz obliged , Sarnoff told him he had performed the
rite with the wrong foot!
B erry plans to interview Helen and Katherine
Pinkney, sisters who work as curators and librarian
in the Dayton Art Institute, and other Daytonian s
whose work has expanded on that of the founders of
Dayton cultural life.
So far, Berry has found that Dayton's cultural
institutions, struggling to survive, gave
·
Depression-era adults relief from their own struggles,
and, in growing, the child something to look forward
to for many years to ome. •

Wright State Univer itv Da yton, Ohio
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uilding a cleaner
environmen ••
WSU chemists on the frontier
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by Robin Suits
oxic chemicals spew through a modern office
building in Binghamton, New York as a result of fire,
and officials need to know how to decontaminate
the structure.
•Over two million gallons of Agent Orange- I ft
ov r from use during the Vietnam War- must b
safely destroyed, but no one is sure how to do it.
• Toxic industrial wastes are being shipped to Dayton
for storage. When the city sues the company
involved, they need expert testimony on the danger
posed by the toxins.
Few laboratories have the expertise required in such
situations. One that does is Wright State University's
Brehm Laboratory. The cases mentioned above are
only three in a long list of environmental problems
the lab's personnel have been asked to solve. For
close to a decade, chemists at Brehm have been
developing the sophisticated techniques necessary
to such work.
This is the story of their work with two of the most
toxic substances made by man: dioxins and furans.
(Among chemists the two are known as chlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and chlorodibenzofurans.) Both
are unintended byproducts in the manufacture of
complex chemical compounds, including
weedkillers, antiseptics, insecticides, dyes, and
insulating fluids. Because both are extremely stable,
they accumulate in the environment, entering the
food chain and threatening most life forms.
Dioxins have been implicated as a cause of
mi scarriages, nerve damage, cancer, sterility, and
birth defects. Furans may be worse, according to
Brehm Director Dr. Thomas 0. Tiernan. The toxic
effects of both are " species sensitive," or different for
each species. " Although there are no human deaths
for which exposure to dioxins can be unequivocally
implicated, there appear to be some human deaths in
which exposure to furans is more clearly connected,"
Tiernan said. Because the two toxins are often found
together with other compounds, it is extremely
difficult for scientists to isolate the effects of either
one alone.
Some dioxins and furans are toxic to certain species
in amounts as small as a few parts per trillion. Since
1975, through several contracts with the US Air .
Force, the US Department of Agriculture and the US
Environmental Protection Agency, chemists at Brehm
have been developing the sensitive techniques and
equipment needed to detect dioxin contamination in
such tiny quantities. These methods-which involve
the use of equipment designed at Brehm Lab-were described in a recent E.P.A. review entitled
Dioxins. The book, which Tiernan calls "a very
comprehensive source on dioxins," was coauthored
by Brehm personnel.
Samples of substances suspected of dioxin and/or
furan contamination have been sent to the lab from
all over the world, according to Tiernan. Substances
tested include human and animal tissue, industrial
chemicals, soil, water, air, and combustion products.
Brehm Lab findings suggest there is widespread
dispersion of these toxins in the environment,
Tiernan believes.
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Joseph C. So/ch, chemistry research associate, preparing samples to extract contaminants for analysis
at Brehm Laboratory.
"Many of the problems we work on at Brehm stem
from the same approach which characterizes our
whole history as a nation . People often haven't
worried about using up our natural resources or
dumping wastes indiscriminantly," he says. That is
changing, he believes. "Only in the last few years
have we even had the complex technology necessary
to accomplish this kind of work."

ccording to Dioxins, some investigators have
estimated that as many as 25,000 Vietnamese
children suffer birth defects as a result of the spraying.
But, the manual adds, a study by the National
Academy of Sciences concludes there is no direct
relationship between Agent Orange and the birth
defects. At home, the controversy over the effect of
Agent Orange on Vietnam veterans continues.

B rehm Lab's work with the US Air Force on disposal
of Agent Orange-spanning the past decade-demonstrates some of the problems associated with
dioxin contamination. Agent Orange was developed
for use during the Vietnam War to defoliate jungles
suspected of harboring guerrillas. It was derived from
two weedkillers widely used in US agriculture:
2,4,5-T and 2,4-D. "2,4,5-T has been found by
numerous investigators to be contaminated with
dioxins and its use is now· markedly restricted,"
Tiernan said. Within the last few years, 2,4-D also has
come under scrutiny for similar reasons, he added.

Thousands of gallons of Agent Orange were sprayed
on the Vietnamese countryside during the war. Dr.
Michael L. Taylor, associate director of Brehm, said
the spraying was discontinued "because the
discovery that (dioxins) cause birth defects in rats
gave rise to a public sentiment in this country that it
was not a morally or ethically acceptable thing to
do." At that point, with 2.3 million gallons of Agent
Orange left, the Air Force asked Brehm Lab to work
on determining the safest disposal method.

There are conflicting reports on the actual damage to
human and animal life caused by Agent Orange.

Disposing of dioxin-contaminate_d chemicals creates
new problems, according to Tiernan. Agent
Orange-like many such chlorinated
hydrocarbons-contains precursors of dioxin.

recursors are chemicals which form a new
compound-in this case dioxin-given the right
conditions. The preferred method for disposing of
dioxin precursors is in especially airtight furnaces at
temperatures close to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
Based in part on advice and data from Brehm Lab, the
Air Force chose such a method for disposing of Agent
Orange in 1978 .. The incineration took place on an
old tanker in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Tiernan
described the process as "highly efficient," saying
that 99. 995 percent of the dioxins were destroyed.
" Anything less would have been unsatisfactory,"
he added.
In another case involving dioxins and furans, Brehm
personnel are consulting with officials in
Binghamton, New York, where a fairly minor fire
turned into a major environmental disaster early last
year. The fire started in a transformer in the basement
of the State Office Building. The transformer
contained a common insulating fluid, composed
of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and
chlorobenzenes. Both contain precursors of
dioxins and furans.
When the fire started, the stage was set for disaster.
" Like a low temperature cooker," the transformer
spewed out soot contaminated with dioxins and
furans, Tiernan explained. Because the transformer
was located next to the building's ventilation system,
the toxins filled every floor. The building has since
been sealed completely, Tiernan said .
County officials first called on Brehm Lab to
determine whether underground garages next to the
building were contaminated. Brehm personnel found
that detectable quantities of dioxins and furans had
indeed entered the garage, " which may represent a
significant health hazard," Tiernan said. However, to
gauge the overall level of contamination, Tiernan
added, Brehm Lab would need a greater number of
samples than officials have provided.
The state office building itself is a haunting reminder
of the disaster. " In order to enter the building, you
must suit up and go through an elaborate air lock. At

this point, I don't think anyone knows whether it will
be possible to reclaim the structure for use. It's
certainly going to cost millions to clean up," Tiernan
said. The cost of the clean up may be partially paid
for by the E.P.A. Superfund-recently created to clean
up the worst environmental disasters. Brehm Lab
continues to consult with other environmental
consulting firms involved in the process of the clean
up operation.
C loser to home, a member of Brehm' s staff recently
testified on the potential hazards involved in storing
PCBs inside the Dayton city limits. Dr. Michael L.
Taylor, associate director of the lab, was called before
Common Pleas Court Judge John Kessler in a suit
brought by the city against a company which stores
PCB-contaminated wastes-mostly from spent
transformers. The city successfully obtained an
injunction against bringing PCBs into Dayton in
the future.
"Based on our knowledge of the threat to the
environment posed by PCBs, we've been involved in
a number of such court cases," Taylor said. " I told the
court of at least two instances in Japan in which
hundreds of people ingested PCB-contaminated
cooking oil. Some have died; some have lingering
illnesses. This has been documented. Of perhaps
greater concern is what can happen under certain low
temperature conditions-as in the Binghamton fire."
Tiernan described Taylor's testimony as " a key factor
in the judge's ultimate decision to restrict the storage
of PCBs." He emphasized that Brehm Lab doesn't
take an advocacy role in such controversial
situations, but rather gives scientifically solid and
credible evidence. "We just tell it like it is,"
Taylor said.

John Garrett, left, chemistry research associate,
consults with Brehm Laboratory Director Thomas 0.
Tiernan, while using gas chromatography-mass
spectrometer.

If the chemical processes involved in creating
pollution seem complex, the ethical and social
questions raised may be more so. Brehm personnel
have worked with those who manufacture toxic
chemicals as often as those who must regulate them.
In many cases, Tiernan said, "we're at some
disadvantage showing where dioxins really came
from. Did they pour out of an incinerator stack

somewhere? Did they result from agricultural
spraying or inadequate disposal? Those questions
can muddy the waters."
The E.P.A. is mandated to determine not only the risk
involved with a particular pollL:tant, but also the
benefit derived from continuing to use the agent
which causes it. " In other words," Dr. Tiernan
explained, " if using a herbicide like 2,4,5-T
increases food production by millions of dollars, that
must be weighed against the risk of a few more
cancers among a hundred thousand people. Th is may
seem crass, but it's the way it must be done. It's not a
deci sion I'd want to make."
In reality, many chemicals are noxious or
hazardous," he went on. " And, yet, people can 't I ive
without them. They are an integral part ofour lives.
Who's going to decide what' s safe? The decision is
not really a legal one, but social, economic and
even political."
WSU's Brehm Laboratory is extensively involved in
chemical research on a number of other fronts. Lab
chemists just recently released the findings of a study
of air pollution in the Dayton area, done in part for
the Dayton Regional Air Pollution Control Agency,
which Tiernan believes have national implications for
pollution control. In another study, Brehm personnel
are involved in biomedical research with WSU's Fels
Research Institute. As part of Fels' eight-year study of
human fat metabolism and genetic inheritance,
Brehm has done complex analytical tests involving
ingestion to determine the percentage of body fat in
adults and children.
I n addition Brehm provides laboratory experience for
WSU students in the Biomedical Sciences Ph.D.
program and the graduate program in Chemistry.
Such experience puts WSU students "on the cutting
edge of the field," Tiernan said.
Only in the last few years have investigators
developed the expertise to carry out the work done at
Brehm Lab. "We are on the frontier here," Tiernan
said. •
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Hunter travels state
to improve
education
by Linda Smith
Wright State graduate Roberta Hunter, a political
action consultant for the Ohio Education Association
in Columbus, drives an average of 1,000 miles a
week informing teachers about education legislation
that will affect them and ultimately the children
they serve.
She travels the state giving legislative updates to
teachers, giving training on how to pass a school levy,
how to elect school board members, and most
importantly, instilling in them reasons to get involved
in politics to improve public education.
" Virtually everything a teacher does in the classroom
is based on an existing law or proposed legislation,"
Hunter said. "The physical size of a classroom, how
many students in the classroom, the hours of school
and the subjects taught, are all governed by
legislation, and the teachers need to know how they
can personally voice their opinions and change those
things that are not good for education," she said. The
OEA that Hunter represents also lobbies for those
meaningful changes. Competing against 70
applicants for her current position, she placed first as
the job candidate, based on her comprehensive test
score and personal interviews.
Hunter has taken a number of side roads before
reaching her position with the association, but has
always been interested in a teaching career. "I liked
my first grade teacher so much," she explains,
"that from that time on I knew I wanted to be an
elementary teacher."
Having earned her B.S. degree in Elementary
Education in 1969, she returned to Wright State for
her master's degree and hopes someday to return to
Wright State for her doctorate. She feels that Wright
State ranks with the top schools in the country in

Education. "T_he changes that have been made at
Wright State in the education program with teacher
redesign, is probably miles and years ahead of its
time," Hunter said. She calls the program at Wright
State the prototype for teacher education in the future.
Why does she feel the program has so much merit?
The new program deals with self-instrospection and
getting to know yourself first, which, she feels, is very
important. "There is actual hands on experience
working with children from the first year of the
program until graduation, giving the Wright State
student the opportunity to be exposed to the
classroom environment. The program is multicultural in approach and stresses the fact that
America has more than just middle class white
children in schools. Attention is also given to
teaching the gifted, learning disabled and educable
mentally retarded."
Although, according to Hunter, there are currently
more teachers than jobs, during the next five years the
situation will change, because of the recent baby
boom. Despite the coming boom and need for
teachers, she is fearful about the future of public
education in this country.
"Public education is an endangered species and we
should put it on the list with the buffalo and the elk,"
she said. Many parents are putting their children in
private schools, a legitimate option, Hunter believes.
"But public education does something. It educates
even the poor and it gives them a chance to move up
the economic ladder into the middle or rich class if
they so choose." If public education dies in this
country, Hunterfears our society will become like
India's, where if you are born into poverty you
remain there.

Roberta Hunter
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structure established for public education years ago.
What is the answer to the dilemma of deteriorating
public education? Hunter believes we can no longer
have public education based on a "horse and buggy
concept." A number of changes can be made. First,
small schools of 250 children and smaller class sizes
in kindergarten to third grade, will enable more
individual attention. Second, she b~lieves we need to
have a national forum of professionals to establish
policies and goals in education. Third, upgrade
teacher education, as Wright State has done, so that
teachers feel better equipped to teach the 3R's
more effectively.
Another urgent need, Hunter said, is to have school
administrators evaluate teacher performance and
suggest areas of improvement. The discipline
problem with children is also immense, according to
Hunter. "Discipline has been abdicated at home."
Her opinions are based on her own experience and
the views she hears constantly from educators on the
local, state, and national level.
She has moved up in the ranks in education, first
teaching elementary school for seven years, and also
volunteering as a school representative for the Dayton
Education Association, followed by serving on the
DEA grievance committee, and later in 1976 being
elected president of that organization. In 1978 she led
a teacher strike for higher wages in Dayton and defied
a court order that demanded the striking teachers stop
picketing. Believing in her convictions, Hunter
ignored the court order, and spent four days in jail. A
short time later teachers were granted higher wages,
and the 90 percent who were on strike returned to
their jobs.

According to Hunter, her career and the road ahead is
important because she is constantly striving to
The problems facing public education can be
improve public education. "My undergraduate and
overcome, she believes. In tracing the history of
graduate education at Wright State prepared me for
public education, Hunter notes that schools began by
my challenging position. And my adviser at Wright
teaching the 3R's and a system developed to do just
that. Today the teacher is also expected to teach
State, Beatrice Chait, instilled in me a philosophy that
health, social studies, history, nutrition, hazards of
I have never forgotten, 'that children deserve the
..- . smokiflg, antj perhaps birth controt within the pa~!c.. ... btst/ and I am constantly w9rking with that thought
in_mind." •
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Alum notes
68-77
Jody Johnston (B.S. Education 68)
work for Childrens Services Board
taking care of children's need .

Deborah R. Duell Maruna (B.A.
Th atre 74) married actor David
Maruna in 1978. She i teaching ballet
t Allan Han ock College in Santa
Maria, Calif rnia. She i al o publicity
director for the Dance Department.
Thi past fall she choreographed a work
titled : " Passage to Freedom. "

Pat Moran
I am pleased to see that the
Annual Fund support for 1981 is
keeping pace with total donations
for last year at this time.
We are planning our next direct
mail campaign, for the fund, in
February, but it will have a new
twist. You will be required to take
an exam and a bluebook will be
supplied. The questions and
answers should prove to be
interesting and informative. You
wi If also have the opportunity to
join the Alumni Association for a
$10 fee at the same time.
Our phonathons have been so
successful in the past that we are
planning another for the firs two
weeks in March. We look forward
to talking to you on the telephone
and getting back in touch with

Katherine Mashburn (8 .S. Office
Administration 75) is employed as a
secretary. She recently married Michael
Haley in Dayton .
Bruce Pilgrim (8.A. Sociology 75) is
now part of Baker Dumont McCormack
& Pilgrim, a new communications
group located at 349 West First Street in
Dayton . The communications agency,
BDMCP provides public relations,
fund-raising, and advertising services to
both the private and public sectors.
Education 76) is a teacher of gifted
children in Kettering elementary
schools. Her work in the gifted program
was featured in a Dayton Daily News
article this summer.

Campuses.'' This is the first time
this tg ic Will be coverl?d at a
C
firence.
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Science 77 ) attends Arizona State
Univ rsity Law School, and recently
married Dawn Noggle.

Woody Wilson (8.A. Religion

77)

former sports editor for the Fairborn
Daily Herald, won first place in column
writing at the annual UPI Ohio sports
writing contest. Woody is now pastor of
the First Church of God in Cedarville,
Ohio.

78-79

married Cheryl Darding. The couple
reside in Jamestown, Ohio where
Donald is involved in commercial
farming.

currently living in New York City, and
appears regularly on ABC-Television's
soap opera All My Children. Nancy,
who was first seen at Wright State
University as Katherine in The Taming
of the Shrew in 1973, is a member of
Actor's Equity Association. She was
recently married to Marc Scott.

Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio

recently moved to Marysville, Ohio
where her husband Bill is employed by
Honda of America as a production
engineer coordinator. She is the
assistant branch manager and loan
officer for the Marysville office of the
Huntington National Bank which
opened in November of last year.

Kim Howland (B.5. Education 78)
taught English and Speech in Union
City, Indiana, in 1978-79. She taught
high school English and Speech in the
Kettering Schools until she married
John Vichich. The couple resides in
Charleston, West Virginia.

Beason

Ann E. Lawrence (B.S. Education 78) is
employed as a teacher in the Dayton
Board of Education's Head Start
program at Edison School. She recently
married Christopher Brubaker. They are
living in West Carrollton.

Stephen Beason (B.S. Computer

David L. McDonnold (B.S. Systems

Science 78) recently. established the
Justin R. Beason Memorial Fund in
honor of his son. Contributions may be
made to the Wright State University
Foundation in his name.

Engineering 78) and his best friend
were killed in an automobile accident
in the spring of 1981. He was survived
by his wife Sharon and an infant son,
Christopher.

Kathy Butterworth (M.M. Music

Bill Morse (B.F.A. Theatre 78) a
makeup expert, was a Mark Twain
look-alike in a TV commercial for'
Arby's on the Betty Blake excursion
boat, which handles publicity for
Riverboats Inc. in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Bill G. Combs (B.A. Anthropology/

Nancy McDonald (B.F.A. Theatre 76) is

Lura K. Hayes (B.S. Finance 78)

married David Lamb, and is pursuing
her career as a registered nurse.

Education 78) gave instruction at
Westminster Presbyterian Church in
Dayton during a two-day music
workshop. She, along with graduate
Julie Herrschaft, assisted in a
presentation about Solo Vocal
Literature.

McDonald

Sue Groseclose (B.A. Sociology 78) is
active in the Navy Relief Society,
whose purpose is to help with financial
counseling and assistance to those in
the US Navy and Marine Corps. She
and her husband Bill Combs live in
San Diego.

Sondra Hull (B .S. Nursing 78) recently

Donald Kirk (8.S. Finance 76) recently

On January 30 at the new Hol1day
Inn Holidome near the Dayton
Mall, the seventh annuat Alumni
Dinner Dance will be held. To
help celebrate this traditional
event and receive information

''Mumrii Programs for
Community Colleges and Urban

Stephen Doncaster (B.A. Political

Eleanor Henderson (B.M. Music

graduates in the Dayton area and
around the country.

about any alumni activity, call the
Alumni Office at 873-2620.
February 24-261 will be in
Chicago servi'l& as natiQnal
coordinator for the (ASE ~mar,

Pamela K. Brewer (8.S. Nursing 77) is a
clinical consultant at Oklahoma
Osteopathic Hospital in Tulsa ,
Oklahoma. She recently married
Gregory J. McWilliams, a physician
who has a private practice in Tulsa.

Environmental Studies 78) is a
lieutenant in the US Navy and is
stationed in San Diego, California. He
is an airborne tactical data systems
operation officer serving with a carrier
airborne early warning training
squadron. Bill is married to the former
Sue Groseclose.

Harold Edmiston (B.S. Medical
Technology 78) is attending Ohio
University's College of Osteopathic
Medicine. Following graduation from
WSU he worked at Community
Hospital in Springfield, Ohio, until
entering Ohio University.

Dawn Noggle (B.A. Urban Studies 78)
is a city planner for the city of Dayton.
She married Stephen Doncaster
January 2.
Eva G. Savage (B.A. Sociology 78) is an
army military police officer serving at
Fort Sam in Houston, Texas. She will
earn the rank of captain in December
and will be reassigned to Ft. McClellan,
Alabama, to attend the military police
officer advanced course.
John Vichich (B.S. Accountancy 78)
graduated from Miami University with
an M.B.A. in Finance and now works
for Armco coal division in Charleston,
West Virginia as an accountant. He
recently married Kim Howland.

Michael Whelan (B.A. Communication
78) has been named as istant director
of Communication for media relations
and advertising for United Way of
Dayton. Michael, hi wife, and two
children live in Oakwood.
Geoffrey L. Billows (B.S. Nursing 79) is
employed as a captain with the
Fairborn Fire Department and as an
em rgency room nurse at Gre ne
Memorial Hospital. He recently
married Linda Jennings.
Terrance P. Brennan (M.S. Geology 79)
has accepted a position as a
geophysicist with Union Texas
Petroleum Company in Denver,
Colorado. He was previously with
Exxon Corporation.
Adele Brewer (M.S. Counseling 79), a
Dartmouth Behavioral Sciences Center
employee for three years, has been
named coordinator of their new abuse
program. In 1980 she received state
certification as an alcoholism
counselor. Her promotion was
announced in the Xenia Daily Gazette.
Bob Davis (M.S. Social Work 79) is a
medical social worker at Community
Hospital in Springfield, Ohio.
David Deis (B.S. Biological Sciences
79) is employed by Brehm Research
Laboratory at Wright State as a research
as ociate chemist. He plans to marry
Michelle Dorsey this summer.
Roger Flint (B.S. Rehabilitation
Education 79) has established his own
business, Forward Motions Inc., which
adapts vehicles for disabled drivers. His
six-employee company makes driving
possible for an individual who has
minimal use of one extremity.

80-81
Karen Lynn Barbadora (B.A. English
80), a former employee of WSU,
recently married Brian Davis ofTroy.
They now reside in Moore, Oklahoma.
Debra Gray Becher (B.S. Management
80) i working as as cretary for Eurand
America in Centervill , Ohio. She and
her husband are living in Centerville.
Valerie Horn (B.S. Elementary
Education 80) is employed by the
Indian River County Schools in
Sebastian, Florida where she teaches
kindergarten. She is also a member of
the Indian River Reading Council.

Fonda Setters (B.A. Social Work 80) is a
social worker at the Prime Time Center
at the Dayton YWCA. The center
provides activity and companionship
for senior citizens. The center also
help with the day-to-day problems of
senior citizens.
Paul Russell Turner (B.S. Rehabilitation
Education 80) is now attending Ohio
State University working toward a
degree in Physical Therapy. He
recently became engaged to Gloria
Gammell, who is attending the WSU
School of Nursing.
Timothy W. Gockel (B.S. Accountancy
81) received the second highest total

score of those completing the five-part
CMA examination in June 1981, and in
so doing earned the Robert Beyer Silver
Medal Award offered by the partners of
Touche Ros & Co. in Dayton. The
medal will be presented to Timothy
during the annual Conference of the
National A sociation of Accountants to
b held in Washington DC, June 20-23.
Notification of the award was made
by the In titute of Management
Accounting located in Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
Dean Imbrogno (Doctor of Medicine
81) is involved in his first year of family
practice residency in Greenville, N.C.

Coleen Pence Keller (B.S. Secondary
Education 80) is a first year graduate
student at Miami University. Her major
is theatre arts with an emphasis on
management and writing. She has a
teaching graduate assistantship in the
department of communications and
theatre at Miami.
Carol J. Lewis (M.R.C. Rehabilitation
Counseling 80) is director of Vocational
Development at.Saginaw VaHey
Rehabilitation Center in Saginaw,
Michigan. She is also a member of the
Saginaw Steering Committee for the
International Year of Disabled Persons.
Diane M. Merrall (B.A. Chemistry 80) is
a sale representative for Hilton-Davis
Chemical Co. in the Chicago area.
Bill Olevitch (B.S. Accountancy 80) has
been working at Grandview Hospital
since September, 1980. He is a
financial analyst and budget
coordinator at the hospital.

Michael Haley (B.A. Anthropology 79)
is working as a landscaper in Dayton.
Kim Rae Karl (B.S. Secondary
Education 79) recently married Justin
G. Mills. She is employed in .the
Charles F. Kettering Research
Laboratory in Kettering, Ohio.
Ken Marcellus (B.S. Communications
79) has been promoted to producer/
director, in the Creative unit at
WDTN-TV in Dayton. Ken was serving
as a part-time floor director.
Justin G. Mills (B.S. Biological Sciences
79) is currently in his third year of
medical school at Wright State. He and
his wife Kim reside in Xenia.
Carol Ponziani (B.S. Accountancy 79)
recently married Richard Kerly. Her
husband is a partner at Deloitte Haskins
& Sells.

i
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Schwartzentruber
Dan Schwartzentruber (B.S. Business
Administration/Marketing 80) is a real
estate marketing consultant for Century
21 Goldgate Inc., on Shiloh Springs
Road in Dayton. He is also the
advertising manager for his office. He
also serves on the Library and Housing
Revitalization Committee at the Dayton
Area Board of Realtors.

WSU's soccer team completed its best season ever with 13 wins, 7 losses, and
two ties.
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
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WSUprogra m
improves
skills
\

\
by Harry Battson
Sports-minded parents, with few exceptions, harbor
hopes of raising super athletes-the Bruce Jenners
and Tracy Austins of the next generation. As soon as
the little tyke can walk, a basketball or tennis
racket as large as the child is plopped into his or
her tiny hands.
"Parent don't understand that their children have to
develop the basic motor skills, such as skipping
and sliding, before they can successfully enter
competitive sports," says Dr. Larry Isaacs, Wright
State University assistant professor of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and co-director of the
innovative Youth Sports and Motor Development
Clinic for elementary school-age children.
The WSU Youth Sports and Motor Development
Clinic, launched with a pilot program l~st October,
provides children with individual instruction in
fundamental movement skills and basic sports skills.
For eight consecutive Saturdays, children spend 90
minutes in physical activity under the tutelage of
WSU Physical Education and Elementary Education ,
students. For the children, it's fun and games. To
Isaacs and the student instructors, it's laying the
groundwork for later success in sports.
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Upon entering the program, each child is evaluated
and the one-to-one ratio of instructors to children
allows constant assessments of each child's
development and ski II levels. "The whole thing
.revolves around having fun," Isaacs notes. "The child
doesn't even know he's being tested." He or she also
doesn't realize that the activities-tumbling,
throwing, kicking, running-are improving the child's
strength, coordination, and general fitness.
The clinic uses specially adapted equipment,
innovative teaching techniques, and a personal,
one-to-one relationship with instructors to develop
the physical assets of each child and subsequently
the child's total development.
What it does not use is the traditional sports approach
of teaching throug~ highly competitive scrimmages.
" While initially parents would love nothing better
than to see their ch!ldren engaged in a full
scrimmage," Isaacs admits, that concept changes as
he educates parents about the need for basic skill
development. While a parent may have enrolled a
six-year-old daughter expecting her to learn the fine
art of putting a basketball through a hoop, Isaacs is
more interested in teaching her the correct
techniques, with emphasis on making baskets coming
as the chi Id continues to develop.
"We had Parents Days-actually a sort of mini-clinic
with the parents--to discuss the skills, provide
handouts to help them work with their child at home,
and allow them to see what we do at the clinic. The
big thing was to change the parents' attitude and let
them know where we were coming from," Isaacs
says. Parent interest was high, with 100 percent
participation, and generally parentS expressed
amazement at the research behind the techniques
used in the clinic, Isaacs said.
"Parents were unaware that in many eases a child's
inability to perform a specific sports skill was not due
to a lack of coordination, but instead to a lack of basic
fitness. When fitness is developed, they are more apt
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to master the technique." An example would be the
child having difficulty kicking a ball because he or
she doesn't have the strength to balance on one leg.
Isaacs recently coauthored a textbook for college
courses on Elementary Physical Education Motor
Development, which will be published in April. The
text, using photographs of children in the WSU Youth
Sports and Motor Development Clinic to illustrate
exercises and activities, follows the same philosophy
as the clinic-develop basic skills and strength and
fitness with different goals and objectives for each age
level. "The biggest chapter is on fitness," Isaacs
notes. "Almost everything relates back to fitness."
Including injury levels. " If a child is not in shape and
enters a competitive sports situation, injuries
frequently result," Isaacs says. "That's another reason
we work on skill components first." Among the
original pilot group of children, Isaacs found that
"more than half needed a lot of fitness work. There
was a general lack of strength, particularly upper
body strength, and several cases of borderline
obesity. At the mid-morning break, these kids wctuld
j~st sit down. They were ready to rest."
Isaacs encourages parents to work with the child at
home, including using equipment adapted for
children. Parents frequently fail to realize the
difficulties children face in athletics using standard
equipment. "A regulation volleyball is nearly
impossible for a child to perform with successfully,"
Isaacs states. "If you substitute a beach ball, which is
lighter and floats more, it gives even the primary age
child time to set up and learn correct volleyball
techniques."
Isaacs and co-director Dr. Stephen Frederick,
assistant professor and director of the Health, Physical
Education and Recreation Division of the WSU
College of Education and Human Services, feel the
initial pilot program, involving children in grades K-3,

was highly successful. The parents, judging from the
interest in keeping their children in the program,
apparently do also. The program will be offered each
academic quarter, including summer, and now also
will include children in grades 4-6.
Frederick sees the program expanding to eventually
include 100 children, including those with special
needs. " We have the facilities and the staff at Wright
State and we already have adult programs in Adaptive
Athletics and Total Fitness Lifestyle in place,"
Frederick said. "If we have five handicapped
children, we could have a specialist work with them
individually. If we have five obese children, another
specialist could design a program for each of them.
We could also bring in specialists in certain sports
areas, such as aquatics or racquetball."
In addition to providing a community service, the
WSU Youth Sports and Motor Development Clinic
provides a clinical learning experien~e for WSU
Physical Education and Elementary Education majors.
The regular assessments of the children, in addition to
providing a valuable evaluation for the parents,
provides data for research into child development.
Perhaps the most important benefit is the change in
the children which the clinic fosters. "The children
have much more success in what they do because of
the appropriate equipment and teaching techniques,"
Isaacs says. "Success leads to an improved
self-concept-and the children start feeling bette.r
about themselves."
The one-to-one ratio of student instructors to children
allows a personal relationship and caring to develop,
Isaacs notes. The instructors also provide the
children "with a lot of positive feedback, a lot of
encouragement.
"A child ought to feel very good when he leaves
the clinic." •

